Three new Drone EPs out in November 2008 drones of secrecy & subsconscious aural travelogues

DR-93 • OVRO - Horizontal / Vertical
OVRO has already been called "the wondergirl of Finnish experimental music" and with this, her first ever vinylrelease, she really proves this! On HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL deep waving droning noises are set against
vortexing echoes & swirling digital effects, derived from what could be instrumental sources or object recordings,
moving the willing listener into a surrealistic subconscious dimension. Especially on the second side the
contrasting conrete material can fill your imagination with "something" that "happens", so captivating & condensed!
This music spreads like an unconscious aural travelogue in different spatial directions (horizontal & vertical). What
makes OVRO so special is her capability to create very "cinematographic" and "narrative" drone-atmospheres or
landscapes, with great care for even tiniest details.
OVRO is also a part of the SOME PLACE ELSE-association, together with NIKO SKORPIO.

Filed under: Subsconscious Travel-Drones
more info: www.someplaceelse.net/artists/?id=ovro
WHITE VINYL. HANDMADE COVERS PASTED UP WITH NEWSPAPER-SHEETS & FILMSTRIPS

DR-94 • ARTEFACTUM - Sub Rosa
Drone Records is very proud to present the first vinyl-release of the enchantingl ARTEFACTUM project from
Poland! Described by herself as "Female Esoterica", SUB ROSA opens a vast space filled with tons of different
sounds coming from very far away, as nebulous melodies, whispers & voices & choirs, little clicks & cracks, with
soft percussive structures appearing on Side B. The two pieces named ROSA ALBA and ROSA RUBEA (white &
red rose) have a strong metaphorical alchemistic background, meaning the end point of all alchemistic
transmuations. The overall release including the beautiful artwork gives the impression of an almost fabulous
acoustic phantasy, so refined & almost caressing yet secretful at the same time. A record filled with "sonic magic" !

Filed under: Alchemistic Drones / more info: www.myspace.com/artefactum
PINK VINYL. SPECIAL HANDMADE COVERS USING DECOUPAGE TECHNIQUE;
COVERS CLOSED WITH A PINK BOWED RIBBON

DR-95 • THE INFANT CYCLE - Secret Hidden Message
THE INFANT CYCLE is a long operating experimental project from Ontario (Canada), active since 1992 with many
releases on MC & CDR on different labels and the home imprint THE CEILING.
The three pieces on this EP were created using sounds from various instruments as Trombone, guitar,
windchimes, marimba, birdcage, etc.. The result sounds rather electronic & hypnotic, with bright shining drones &
repetitive rhythmic patterns & loops moving into more amorphous & multilayered sounding electro-acoustics. In
spite of the rather experimental working-methods the outcome is very compact & condensed. THE INFANT
CYCLEs approach to sound is based on the belief that words and explanations can only fail to describe or explain
it, what is needed is a non-verbal, intuitive understanding of the work: "The artist's ego must not inhibit the piece's
effect. It is the sound you are hearing, not the artist." Is the artist playing the sound or the sound playing the artist?

Filed under: Multilayered Drone-Hypnotism
more info: www.myspace.com/the_ceiling
FOGGY VINYL; BLACK COVERS WITH DIFFERENT SIZED BLACK SPOTS ON IT &
TRANSPARENT COVERAGE USING INFANT CYCLE-LOGO

These 7" EPs (33 rpm) are the first pressing of
a limited edition of 300 copies for each title
and come with inlay and extra outer sleeve
___________________________________________________
SINGLE PRICE: € 7.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE & TRADES
drone@dronerecords.de / FULL MAILORDER-DATABASE ON: www.dronerecords.de
DRONE RECORDS: Baraka[H]/ S.Knappe, Celler Strasse 33, 28205 Bremen, Germany

Build dreaMachines that help us to wake uP !

